Jump Into A New Season
When your saddle has been created uniquely for you and
your horse and you know that every detail has been
carefully considered to offer optimum performance, only
then can you begin to understand why so many top
professional riders choose to ride in Childéric Saddles.
Having confidence in your equipment especially at top level
competition is imperative, and the Childéric CFSC Jump Saddle
is a model which has been designed for the showjumper who
demands perfection and performance.
Incorporating Childéric’s unique tree technology, which allows the
horse greater freedom of movement, thanks to it’s anatomically
shaped panels and carefully positioned points. The further set
back points coupled with the tree work together to allow the horse
to move through its shoulder to ensure that the horse’s stride is
never compromised in-between or over jumps.
Because the saddles are fitted to both the horse and rider and
incorporate Childéric’s ‘Perfect Balance Philosophy’ the rider is
always in perfect balance and placed in the middle of the horse.
This allows the rider the luxury of being able to adopt a variety of
positions with ease: From speed on the flat in a forward seat
through to a secure position on landing after fences. Additional
bespoke options can also be added with a variety of different girth
strap positions, refined flap and panel shapes without pressure
points, a range of knee block options, seat depths, sizes and
leather covering at additional cost.
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Available in seat sizes 16 -19”. Tree Widths: Medium & Wide +.
Colours: Black, Master & Irish. Leathers: Grain, Calf, Or Buffalo.
RRP: Prices start at £3,900
Fans of the Childéric CFSC & CFC Jump Saddle include
International Showjumper Anthony Condon, Showjumper & BS
Accredited Coach, Mia Palles-Clark & emerging talent, Katie
Pytchley.
Discover your bespoke fit or enquire about the Childéric Payment
Plan, a new finance plan to help spread the cost of your saddle
payment:

www.childericsaddles.co.uk
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